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ABSTRACT

Previously proposed duality transformations for a pure non-

Abelian gauge theory are carried out for a Yang Mills theory vith non

vanishing 9 parameter. We argue that the theory is no longer self-

dual even in the weak coupling l imi t , as there is a surface term

generated by the duality transformation. This surface term has non-

zero Pontryagin index hence i t gets contributions from instanton type

configurations only. However, i t does vanish for monopoles and

vort ices, therefore for this set of configurations self-duality is

maintained in the weak coupling region.
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Duality transformations have proven to be an indispensable tool

in the investigation of phase structures in lattice field theories with

Abelian -symmetry and presently attempts are made to generalize the
2

concept to theories vith non-Abelian symmetry aa well ae to gauge

theories in the oontinuum .

It is hoped that for gauge theories a duality transformation can be

found that leads at least in certain regions (like the weak- or strong -

coupling region) basic to the same theory albeit with inverted coupling

constant and interchanged rolea for eleotrio and magnetic field strengths'

3uch a concept of "selfduality" is at the root of the Mandelatarn —

't Hooft meohanism for quark confinement (compare refs» 10 and

references therein).

For this mechanism to be possible an essential property to be used

is that non - Abelian gauge theories have classical solutions with

topological charges. The origin of these objects may be traced back

to nontrivial boundary conditions. Conversely, a physically relevant

action may oontain surface terms ( 9 - terns)«

11 12

It has been argued by Witten arid by ' t Hooft that the existence

of CP violating surface terms in the action (8 terms) may have a significant

physical meaning. In particular dyons have a minimal charge §— (• is

the coupling constant) and the phase structure of non-Abellan gauge theory

gets complicated by the existence of oblique confinement phases when 8 ^ 0

For this reason the duality transformation of a l a t t i ce Z gauge theory
P 13

in the presence of CP violating 8 term has recently been carried out .

The emerging picture i s quite complicated but basically agrees with ' t Hooft's

suggestions concerning the oblique confinement phases when 9

12

12

Wa therefore find it relevant to investigate anew previously

suggested duality transformations for a pure Tang Hills theory In the

continuum , now containing a & - tern. In doing so, we will also

carefully keep track of any surface terms that might be created by the

duality transformation itself. Indeed the duality transformation
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generates topologically relevant surface terms. As a result of t h i s ,
previous results on the selfdualit-y of the pure Yang Mills theory in the weak
coupling limit cannot be reproduced. More precisely, we ar^ue that even
though the dual of a pure Yang Mills theory with 6 - term is , at least in the
coupling l imit , again a pure Yang Mills theory, the 6 - parameter of the dual
will in general be large even if i t was small in the original theory,
ynless one identifies the dual 6 terra with the CP violating part of
the dual theory. In this respect, our result differs from the analogous one
for the l a t t i ce Z gauge theories . This difference can be traced "back to
surface terms generated by the duality transformation due to the non-Abelian

structure of the svimetrr. We note, however, that apart from these surface
terns we oan define and g_ ainilar to the ones defined in the
l a t t i ce moaels, as the dualie^ iTQansTormafibn in the continuum is similar in

nature to the one in the Abelian la t t i ce models. These surface terms, though,

are instanton type only. They do not contribute for monopoles and vortices.

Hence i t is the instanton contributions vhich spoil the simple self duality
picture in the veak coupling limit. In a way, i t is not surprising since i t is

precisely these contributions which complicated the phase structure of the
12system as suggested by ' t Hooft . We are as yet lacking tools for the

investigation of the phase structure, but we feel that our result may be relevant

for the discussion of confinement properties of non-Abelian gauge theories.
We will present two alternative ways to carry out the duality

transfcrmation. A common step for both i s carried out in section 2,
nawly the introduction of a set of auxiliary variahlea in the
generating functional aa Fourier conjugatea of the f ield strengths.
It is this atep;that leada to an inversion of the coupling constant l U .
At thia stage, the exponent in the integrand of the functional integral
is at most quadratic in the gauge potentials.

In section 3, following Kazama and SaVit , we introduce a second set

of auxiliary variables, this time Fourier conjugate to the gauge potentials

themselves. Doing so means that the duality transformation becomes very similar

to those on the la t t i ce . The functional integration over the gauge potentials

can now be carried out and produces a J - functional. - The presence of this

6 - functional means that a constraint is to be satisfied hy the auxiliary f ie lds .

Unfortunately, only one exact solution of this constraint is known. Using i t ,

one can see that the duality transformation i t se l f produces a surface term.

Also, we isolate the only term generated by the duality transformation that can

possibly be of topological relevance without the recourse to any special

solution of the constraint.

- 3 -

In section h, we follow Itabashi 's version of the duality transformation.

Here the second set of auxiliary fields is not introduced. Rather the Gaussian

integration over the gauge potentials is carried out; no constraint appears.

We give the general form of the dual theory and discuss in particular i t s weak

coupling limit. In this limit we see that the duality trasformation generates

a surface term. However, i t is non-zero for Instanton's contribution only.

Hence one can conclude quite safely that for configurations belonging to the

t r i v i a l maps of S J- is the group space) self duality in the weak

coupling is maintained. This set of configurations includes in particular

the monopoles and vortices

concluding remarks.

16 tfe conclude the paper is section 5 with some

-k-
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2 . DPALITT TOAlBPOaMaTIOH FOft KOHYAKBHINO 6

In this section we describe the f irs t step in the duality
transformations which i s ooimon to both formalisms to be employed below.

We consider a non - Abelian gauge theory with A - term in the
Euclidean domain, defined by the Lagrangian

G - I A G G
7

where the scaled vacuum angle 9 is given by

The field strength tensor 0 = G(V) ia defined as

and 0 is its dual,

i - r u
1 '~Y-'I1>- J-*

It is convenient to define

1 - - -i. • H

and

Then the Lagrangian (2.1) can be written as

Ife introduce the generating function Z ~X • as

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2-3)

(2.4)

(2-5)

(2.6)

(2-7)

(2.8)

- 5 -

4a a firat atep of a duality trans fo mat ion one no* undertakes
a functional Fourier transfora

(2.9)

and similarly for 0 . Without restriction, the Fourier conjugate

variable V (V ) can be chosen to be selfdual (antiselfdual), since

the integral over an antiselfdual part from V would be Gaussian and
At +

thus produce just a constant factor.

Thus we have

i W+

(2.10)

where for generic tensors T, T' the i'1 - functions are implied to mean

Note that the Fourier transformation (2»10) has the efeat to invert
the coupling oongtajlts, "? ^ } l/jj _ >

- 6 -



In order to eliminate the d _ functions in (2.10), set

The a - functions in (2.10) are then equivalent to

(2.12)

(2-13)

Me oan now carry out the integration with reapect to K . Setting

a

and inserting again g and 0 instead of "Jj , one finds eventually

^ 1 < &

(2.15)

with

-> ~ (2.16)

Ve now want to eliminate the original variables V from equation (2.15)«

Ve oould do so by just carrying out the integration since it ia Gaussian*

Another possibility is to first linearize the term quadratic in V in

a manner analogous to equation (2.9). In this way we introduce yet

another field, B, and the V - integration will produce a con^raint to

bo satisfied by E and B°

We will present both approaches* The reason for doing ao is firstly

that the latter much more resembles the procedure on the lattice. Also,

since we do not fix a gauge, the calculations become ouch more aisaple.

On the other hand, the first method avoids the constraint and thus

yields slightly more information.

- 7 -

IH rag COHSTRAIMT. K B M I E I H

In this section, arguments run nuoh along the lines AS in the

paper by Kazama and 3avit *, to which we refer for any further details*

Using the definition of the field strength tensor, 0=0(7), wa find

(3.1)

Here we uae the following shorthand notations:

and th» "aurfaoe current" le introduced aa

a - K

(3-a)

(3.3)

(3.4)

is a fT - function with support on the surfaaewhen*
A

and S w t t o normal veotor on this aurfaoe. He hav* the property that

V* now linearize the last term in (3.1) by introducing a new field A v i j .

f *"« ) - ; (A,
* (3.6)

As usual, the Gaussian integration with imaginary exponential is

to "be understood by analytic continuation. In order that (3>6) be

valid it is not neoeasary to assume that the eigenvalue* of 1 have a

definite sign. He do ignore the question of zero eigenvalues of T

however. The existence of an inverse T" will be assumed throughout.



Using (3«8), the V - integration in (3«l) prdduoea a. a — function.

Shifting variables according to

and introduoing variables B through

A1 -

(3-7)

(3-8)
we eventually obtain for tha generating functional

(3-9)

The 0 " f u n c t i o n i n e q u a t i o n (3*3) ifflpliea the c o n s t r a i n t c'KT' ^

o r , w r i t t e n ou t e x p l i c i t l y

(3 .10 )

One notioas that it takea tha form of a Bianohi identity for

Using the constraint (3*1°) w a obtain tha identity

(3-11)

where 0(B) is the field strength tansor aa defined in (2«3), but with

V -^ B. We thug obtain instead of (3«9)

J.i-

[ ft ; § F K] - <: U,

(3-12)

:' As there is s t i l l an unsolved constraint, ve have not really found

tho dual theory yet» However, ainoe (3.10) is just a Bianohi identity,

there is a special solution,

k -- G (%).
Uaing it, the first tara in the exponential of (3-12) becomes

and the last term

— L

(3.13)

(3-14)

(3-15)

This indicates that the duality transformation in general produces

inatanton ~ type surface torma corresponding to large valuea of the

Q - parameter avan if none Hers present in the original theory (Q —

Two other surface terms appear in (3.12): (£_, T"1?) and (C_ , T"1?,).

The first vanishes if the external source falls fast'enough at infinity. We

will assume that this is the case. For the second term ve have

-9-

(3.16)
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where we use the definition (3.It) of This may have a finite contribution

tut is does not have a topological significance. It vanishes for any field
_3

configuration which falls of at infinity faster than r . In particular for

instanton configurations we have K{x) "»- r hence it is sero. We will argue

now that it can "be ignored in the weak coupling limit (?""* 0).

Following Kazan and Savit , we rescale variables according to

(3.17)

Consider now the factor

3">D
(3.18)

4 . DUALITY T̂ AKFORIUTTOHB WITHOUT C053T3/J.IST5

In th i s sect ion we wil l give an a l t e rna t ive version of the p-evious

considerat ions, as followed also by the authors of references 3,4,8 and 9.

Two snain points wi l l he different*

F i r s t l y , wo wil l carry out d i r ec t ly the V - integrat ion in

equation (2.15) without l inear iz ing the tarn quadratic in V. This

way we loose some of the s imi la r i ty of our dual i ty transformation

with those on the l a t t i c e , hut we avoid the cons t ra in t .

The other important difference is tbat we wil l adopt a gauge,

the r ad ia l gauge,

r " (4.1)
This gauge is compatible with regular field configurations only.

It3 main advantages are that the ghosts decouple and that a simple

field strength formulation of nonabelian gauge theories is possible.

The latter property is the reason why it haa been used in the present

context 4.

which uses the following definition of the 6 function From (4>l) one finds

(3.19)

Thus one should include in the weak coupling limit configurations which vanish

at infinity faster than

this condition.

In particular instanton configurations satisfy

If in the present formalism we write

K = G(B) + IO (3.20)

we do not obtain much information about <u, except that on the surface Z,

G(B) = -01 for small <jf . This situation improves in a formulation of the duality

transformation without constraints which we will give below. There we will argue

that at least in the weak coupling theory io can be ignored. In that case one

can identify 0^ and <J- of the dual theory. This will be done in the next

section.

-11-

which may he oonsidered as a differential equation with the formal

solution

I

(4-3)

The inversion (4«3) is unique* In other words, the radial gauge is

complete, there ia no problem with field strength oopiee»

The structure of the caloulation is the same as in the previous

section. Because of the gauge condition, some details will get more

complicated however. The reader interested in any details omitted herd

is referred to the paper by Itabashi . "

-12-



The f irst stept is to process the term fop I 2~ [ j \ Q- «j
The following identity holds;

where

< 4 - 5 >

0-r 0
and the "surface current" J^ ,; ie given as

matrix T i s now

(4.7)

Equation (4.4) inay he proved by repeated use of the gauge condition.

The generating functional is now (compare equation (2.15))

(y +

vhere

and we liave rescaled the 30urcc«

We also use the identity

vhere the "dual" field B is introduoed through

Kith

to rewrite (4.8) aa

'

(li.lO)

The aurfaoe terms that are generated by the duality transformation

are those that contain T^: and the tern (BpB). The scalar products

( , ) are to he understood as three dimensional onea.

Using the identity (4.4) with V — > B , the last faotor in (lr.13)

may be rewritten aa

"

(It.]



Equation (1*.13) is exactly analogous to the oorresponding equation

in reference 4 except for the KK - term and a substitution

y _ j . We can therefore just quote the result for the

generating functional,

*

The -weak coupling limit nov yields

/\J

(t*.l8)

<7

From the definition of T (op. eqn. (k. 12) ) *e obtain the differential

equation

t.19)

with D = [_1+ J'^^) • Because of (1*,18) we nay replace this in

the -weak ooupling limit by

In this expression,

1 I (I

kv
a, -- ̂

where has to satisfy

(1.15)

<,.l6)

^ 0 .

Therefore the independent variables of the dual theory, uhich replaoe

are and LOf^ . Hote tbat because of

T and T~ do not depend on kJ.̂  •

(u.20)

Thia differential equation has the formal solution

which, using the explicit form (4.6) for the surface current, may be

written as

d

, 5, 5. K; w]
U.22)

Here 2Lg and jL-^, specify two- and three dimensional surfaces, respectively.

Even though this solution is formal in the sense that 6J • appears on both

sides, we can still draw some information froa it.

-15-



In fact , l e t i^_ and 2-^ ^0 the spheres, with radius c and R

respectively!. Because of the A~ function in \h.?2) and the range

of the oi, — int-3.^ration, U-:i,-[f)it non vanishing and gets contributions
d

from K only from outside these surfaces c Jfow for finite action cenfigu—
—P . -p

rations, K tends to zero for large enough r and ft more rapiflly than r (R ).

He therefore conclude inpartioular that if we choose the surfaces

%^ and S3 sufficently far out, then wa oan neglect the integrals

JtJ & \ (0 G , J u i J and J c)£o as compared to the integrals

\C-& and J && , at least for finito action configurations.

Ke also note in passing, that on purely algehraio

COO-0 if we set formally ^°

,-4 -r a

Wo therefore obtain as the weak coupling limit of Ct.15)

with'

In {l*.2lt) we use

F % -
(it.25)

which as valid in the weak coupling limit. To prove.(h.25) one has'to insert

U.10) and (It. 18) in (k.U). Obviously this result is more speciifc than

the corresponding one in the previous section. Again we notice the extra

surface term originating in the duality transformation. Yet it does not

emerge as a CP violating surface terra. To understand this point consider

the ease 9 = 0 . The original theory is CP conserving. That is

d x G (y') l s r e a l (when 6 = 0 the decomposition into G + (v)
g

is not needed), so in the duality transformation in (£.9) we eouia uae

-17-

kg
K J d x G

cos(r-jd x S C-) rather than exp(- JJ-| d x W G). The final result will he
CF conserving, even though we would atill have the right handside of (U.25)

(in the weak coupling region) , this time in the cos rather than in the

exponential. This observation is important when the identification of the

parameters of the dual theory is done.

The 8 term in the original theory represents a CP violating surface

term. The same should happen in the dual theory. Hence we define the dual

coupling constant g and the dual 5 angle 8 as

(li.26a)

t.26b)

Apart from some constant factors they coincide with dual parameters
defined in Ref.13 for a Z gauge theory on a l a t t i c e . With these definitions
we have for the dual Lagrangian in the weak coupling limit

-S3- ) + V I

and 9 is defined as e in (2.2) with ^ replacing 9.

It is only when 6 = 0 or in the weak coupling region when 8 ^ 0 that

we have the inversion of the coupling constant in the dual theory,

* ' (U.28)

In particular the coupling constant appearing in the unsealed dual field

strengths is l/g and not <L. Prom the scaling transformation of the

dual variables in (3.17) we find that the unsealed field strength tensor is

In other words for 9 ^ 0 the effective coupling constant of the dual theory
is no longer l / g , unless g i3 small enough.

-18-



The dual Lagrangian in the weak coupling Uni t can be given the form
21(2.7) i f we use (It.25) and define

(It. 30)

In that case we have

these contributions to 3- are weighted by Z and 2 ] respectively,

in spite of the similarity in the form of ctQ(x) and cf.

This form of cL_(x)t and the fact that the dual fields satisfy the radial gauge

condition suggests that at least for 9 ^ 0 , the theory is selfdual in the weak

coupling region with %.$£—. F o r e = ° v e have S + = S in the original

Lagranglan (2.7). That is there are equal contributions of selfdual (or anti-

selfdual) field configurations ( G = ± G, respectively). In the dual theory

But

(x) for 6 = 0, i t is
clear that selfduality is lost in the weak region because G G does not
contribute tooL(x). The configurations which spoil this property are the
instantons.

From (It.25) we know that f—- (B,TB) is exactly the Pontryagin index
That is i t characterizes the maps of IT (M-). Configurations belonging to

« O '
t r iv ia l maps of S,—> ->, give zero contribution. In particular monopoles
and vortices belong to the t r iv ia l maps of T,('-^ ), hence for these configurations
the last term of (It.27) vanishes. That is selfduality of the pure Yang Mills theory
theory holds in the weak coupling region only for configurations with zero
Pontryagin index (unless 6 ^ 0 ) . This result is weaker than the one found in
Ref.it, and probably reflects the complications in the phase structure introduced
by the instantons contributions ' . We have been able to uncover i t by a
careful treatment of al l surface terms produced by the duality transformation
itself.

similar to the duality transformations performed for Abelian lattice models. In

the second way ye picked up the radial gauge and found the specific form of the

dual Lagrangian.

In both ways we found, by keeping track of al l surface terms, that the

duality transformation generates surface terms of topological nature. They emerge

because of the non-Abelian property of our model. In the weak coupling region

(small g) the dual theory resembles the original one with modified parameter,

however when 6 = 0 selfduality is lost as the Instantons give non-zero

contributions to the surface term generated by the duality transformation. For

0 ^ o sueh a surface term appears in the original Lagrangian hence the dual

Lagrangian Is similar in form to the original one.

However, there is a subset of field configurations, which belong to the

t r iv ia l maps of IT ( '•.;), for which the extra surface term vanishes. Thus for

these configurations selfduality is maintained in the weak coupling region. This

set of configurations includes in particular the monopoles and vortices of the

theory.

The effective jjarameter; of the dual theory can he written in terms of

the coupling constant Q, and the vacuum angle S. Apart from some constant

factors they are similar to the ones found In the dual model of a Z gauge

theory on a lattice with non-vanishing 6 parameter. However, there is no

clear definition of the dual coupling constant. In the dual unsealed £leld

strengths i t appears as l /g , whereas in the dual Lagrangian there is another

parameter g-Cg.fl) which can be thought of as the effective coupling constant.

For small g, though, gT)(g,9) J i 1/g- So only for these values g ve have a

simple inversion of the coupling constant in the dual theory. However, for

6 = 0 , ^ is exactly l /g. The dual 8 angle (8D) has been identified with

the CP violating part of the dual theory. This led to the agreement with the

results of the Z gauge model on the lat t ice.
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Actually to analyse this sector precisely one has to introduce scalar

fields which break down the symmetry. The reason is that In a pure .

Yang Hills theory monopoles and vortices are singular field

configurations which are not attainable to the radial gauge used in

Ref.U. Uhen this is done one finds that selfduality in the weak

coupling region is valid in directions of the algebra space which
correspond to unbroken symmetries or in regions where monopoles and

vortices are concentrated. 'Hie Inclusion of the 6 term in the original

theory does not spoil this property since the surface term produced 'by

the duality transformation vanishes for monopoles and vortices .
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and

18. It is trivial to see that

%+ 0_ = ft G+ = 0 .

19. Note that from (U.ll) , (H.16) and {1J.1T) we can write

- \u
20. To prove this one has to use the gauge condition {1*.1T).

21. By using the radial gauge condition, one can show that the right handside

of (It.25) is a surface term. We have calculated both sides of (U.25) for

the BPST iastanton after setting K •* G on the left handslde. Both aides

then agree. Therefore, for this particular configuration we have indeed
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